
The Epic Tale of Tikki Tikki Tembo - A
Timeless Chinese Folktale

In the vast world of children's literature, certain stories stand the test of time,
weaving captivating narratives that leave a lasting impact on young minds. One
such masterpiece is "Tikki Tikki Tembo" by Arlene Mosel, a legendary Chinese
folktale that has enchanted generations with its magical essence.
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The tale unfolds in ancient China, where two young brothers, Tikki Tikki Tembo
and Chang, reside with their loving parents. They live a simple yet fulfilling life in
their quaint village nestled amidst green fields and picturesque landscapes. One
day, tragedy strikes when Chang falls into a well.
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As Tikki Tikki Tembo rushes to seek help, he realizes the lengthiness of his
brother's name becomes a hindrance. "Tikki Tikki Tembo-no Sa Rembo-chari Bari
Ruchi-pip Peri Pembo," he exclaims repeatedly, narrating the entire name of his
brother to the adults who could save him. The humorous and tongue-twisting
name adds a unique touch to the story, allowing children to giggle and engage
with the characters.

Arlene Mosel masterfully captures the essence of Chinese culture in her
narrative, immersing readers in a world of ancient traditions and values. As the
story progresses, we witness the unyielding bond between two brothers and the
lengths Tikki Tikki Tembo goes to save Chang. This touching theme of love and
loyalty leaves a powerful impression on both children and adults, emphasizing the
importance of family and support.

Alongside the enchanting storyline, Mosel's vivid descriptions transport us to the
heart of China, where we can almost feel the rustle of traditional silk garments
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and catch a whiff of delicious street food. Her attention to detail in depicting the
setting and characters adds depth and relatability to the story, allowing readers to
immerse themselves fully.

Moreover, the illustrations accompanying Mosel's words bring the story to life in a
way that only visual art can. The vibrant colors, intricate details, and expressions
on the characters' faces further enhance the readers' experience, capturing their
undivided attention and evoking a range of emotions.
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Tikki Tikki Tembo also serves as an educational tool, introducing young readers to
different aspects of Chinese culture. From the importance of naming conventions
in Chinese tradition to showcasing the significance of language and family
dynamics, the story encourages cross-cultural understanding and appreciation.

Throughout the years, "Tikki Tikki Tembo" has won numerous accolades for its
timeless storytelling and cultural significance. It has become a staple in children's
literature, captivating the hearts and minds of countless readers with its moral
lessons and delightful charm.

Just like the well-known proverb, "Every picture tells a story," "Tikki Tikki Tembo"
weaves a tale that transcends time and generations. Its enduring appeal lies in its
ability to ignite young imaginations while imparting valuable life lessons, making it
a must-read for children around the world.

In , "Tikki Tikki Tembo" by Arlene Mosel stands tall as a captivating Chinese
folktale that beautifully encapsulates the power of family, love, and loyalty. With its
engaging storyline, rich cultural backdrop, and enchanting illustrations, this
timeless story has earned its place as a beloved classic in the realm of children's
literature.
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Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo!

Three decades and more than one million copies later children still love hearing
about the boy with the long name who fell down the well. Arlene Mosel and Blair
Lent's classic re-creation of an ancient Chinese folktale has hooked legions of
children, teachers, and parents, who return, generation after generation, to learn
about the danger of having such an honorable name as Tikki tikki tembo-no sa
rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo.

Tikki Tikki Tembo is the winner of the 1968 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award for
Picture Books.
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